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Welcome to the sixth edition of  Perspectives.

The first half  of  the year is ending and despite some shaky sessions at the end of  June, global equities had their best first 
half  of  the last 19 years. Emerging markets were very strong but even the S&P 500 performed well with its best first 6 
months’ performance since 2013. Another remarkable fact has been the “Goldilocks” nature of  this rally as US equities, 
long duration US Treasuries and Gold all ended the period with gains between 8% and 9%. Par pure coincidence, our 
Middle East equities fund generated similar gains in the first half  (+9.1% to be precise) despite challenging MENA equities 
markets. This shows that effective active management can make a difference in our region.   

Coming back to international markets, our “Investment Strategy” section looks into more details at the mid-year perfor-
mance of  the main asset classes and highlights some of  our thoughts regarding the next 6 months. The Hot topic of  this 
month is about the “FANGs”; we assess the risk for the US Technology mega-caps to become the new casus belli for 
both politicians and regulators. This Summer edition of  Perspectives includes a special focus on Bitcoin, as the crypto-
currency is the best performing asset class so far in 2017, with a gain of  160% (after a similar rise in 2016).     

The second part of  this monthly publication is dedicated to our regional equity markets. We first have a close look at 
some key statistics for UAE equities as of  the end of  June. We then make a “bull” case on Saudi banks. Last but not least, 
to follow-up on the June edition of  Perspectives, we share our views on the decision by MSCI to include Saudi Arabia in 
the Emerging Markets index watch-list.   

We hope you will enjoy this issue.
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GLOBAL INVESTMENT STRATEGY
“Will goldilocks continue in the second half of the year?”

Throughout the first half  of  this year, global investors had to shrug off  five major risks: 1) “Hard” economic data failing 
to confirm the bounce of  “soft” economic data since US election; 2) continued low levels of  volatility; 3) already high 
valuation levels; 4) a fear that the new Trump administration will be unable to fulfill the promise of  its pro-growth agenda 
and; 5) global geopolitical risks (North Korea, terrorist attacks, etc.). 

All the while, risk assets have been grinding higher. As shown on the chart below, the best asset class during the first half 
of  the year was global equities (+11%) as the MSCI World All Markets had its best first 6 months in 19 years.

A softer dollar helped Emerging Markets equities to outperform (+18%) despite another collapse in oil prices. European 
equities and Japan equities also performed well in dollar terms. Meanwhile, the S&P 500 TR had its best first half  since 
2013 with a gain of  +8.9% as credit spreads hit a new low at the end of  June.

www.almalcapital.com
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Major asset classes performance in the first half  of  2017 • Source: Bloomberg

So how can we explain this strong performance of  risks assets in the face of  the macroeconomic, geopolitical and 
valuations issues aforementioned? 

In our view, the credit goes to earnings growth (i.e company management) rather than policymakers. With little help 
from fiscal or regulatory policy globally (some might say in spite of  it), profit growth has accelerated in the world’s major 
markets (see chart in the next page).

Note: Bonds performance shows Bloomberg Barclays Global-Aggregate Total Reutn Index Equities shows 
MSCI All-Country World Index
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This scenario of reasonable growth without acceleration of in-
flation has created an interesting conundrum, as illustrated in the 
chart below. Just about the halfway through 2017, the S&P, the 20-
year US Treasury bond (TLT) and Gold are all up by roughly the 
same amount – somewhere between 8% and 9%. This “Gold-
ilocks” situation is a rare one as major asset classes do not trade 
up altogether very often.  Unfortunately, such a trend is unlikely 
continuing as “something needs to give up”. So let see which of 
these assets is the most likely to outperform going forward.

First half  is over – so what’s next?

For sure, as we enter into the second half  of  the year, inves-
tors will (again) have a wall of  worry to climb. First, we are en-
tering the most challenging season of  the year for risk assets. 
As shown on the chart below (and as highlighted in the May 
edition of  Perspectives), equity markets (and other risk assets) 
have now entered the least favorable season of  the year. 

Monetary policy has no doubt helped as 
major central banks have kept their ac-
commodative stance over the last few 
months. Indeed, major economies remain 
in this “Goldilocks” scenario where infla-
tion is “not too hot, not too cold”.

For instance, despite a strong job market 
in the US, we haven’t seen a dramatic pick-
up in core inflation as some feared. True, 
the Fed hiked in June but remains well bal-
anced in terms of  forecasts. As a result, 
we have seen the US yield curve flatten-
ing back to pre-election levels. Meanwhile, 
Europe and, to a lesser extent, Japan, seem 
to have cleared the deflation risk.

The greatest story never told - Global earnings growth
Source: Strategas

Stocks, long duration bonds and Gold – who is right?
Source: Strategas

Equity market seasonality becoming less favorable • Source: Strategas
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The good news is that a strong first half  has historically led 
to a strong second half, as shown below.

Still, seasonality is not the only risk to watch. Indeed, cur-
rent levels of  valuations seem difficult to justify at these 
levels. But there are relative valuations opportunities.

From a regional perspective, the U.S is indeed expensive 
and global emerging markets could give back some of  their 
gains if  the US dollar appreciates again. But markets such 
as Japan and China seem to leave some upside potential for 
investors (see chart below). 

From a sector perspective, Financials and Industrials look 
more attractive than some of  the previous market leaders 
(e.g Technology stocks – see next section). Should macro 
data in the US improve again, we can expect more upside 
from the “value” sectors and potentially new highs for the 
broader US equity market. 
Interestingly, sentiment is still not over-optimistic on US eq-
uities, to the contrary. According to Bloomberg, Wall Street 
strategists are fighting historic odds when urging investors 
not to chase the rally in the U.S. stock market. They’re pre-
dicting the S&P 500 Index will see momentum fade in the 
second half  after shares climbed in the first-half. The aver-
age year-end prediction, 2,439, represents a 0.6 percent in-
crease by December, the least bullish forecast at this time of 
year since 1999, data compiled by Bloomberg show. From a 
contrarian perspective, we view this skepticism as a positive 
sign. This leads us to believe that equities could outperform 
Gold and US Treasuries in the medium-term.

Turning to the other asset classes, we believe that the risk on 
global yields is on the upside. While we don’t expect glob-
al inflation to accelerate meaningfully, wage pressure and a 
pick-up in some commodity prices could lead investors to 
adjust their long-term interest rates expectations higher and 
thus steepen global yield curves. In the US, there remains 
a large dichotomy between the global economic recovery 
and the level of  interest (see below). We thus expect spreads 
(corporate bonds) to outperform sovereigns going forward. 
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Performance for S&P 500 in the second half  when the first 
half  performance was above 8% 

S&P 500 and average target price by 20 strategists surveyed
by Bloomberg 

US short-term interest rates and US unemployment claims 
(inverted) • Source: Strategas

Relative P/E of  Japan and China vs. S&P 500
Source: Strategas 
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The fact that the US Federal Reserve has stayed be-
hind the curve as well as the recent strength of  the 
euro leads us to believe that the dollar could recov-
er in the months to come. We however expect more 
strength against the Japanese Yen than against the 
euro. 

Is a bond “crash” a meaningful risk?

While we expect global yields to back up, global lever-
age might cap any pronounced rise in yields. Indeed, 
global indebtedness remains an issue, would it be in 
the US (Illinois, looming Pension crisis, etc.), Asia 
(e.g China where debt to GDP is above 300%) or 
Europe (France getting closer to 100% debt-to-GDP, 
Greek case still not resolved, etc.). As such, any spike 
in yield would immediately “punish” over-leveraged 
companies and sovereigns, and thus lead investors to 
look for “shelters” in “premium” sovereign bonds. 
We thus continue to believe that high quality long 
duration sovereign bonds remain a good portfolio 
diversifier.

On the commodity front, industrial metals (e.g Cop-
per) seem to pick-up again on the back of  firming 
global demand. Gold could become less attractive as 
real interest rates improve on the margin. But the big 
question mark is obviously on Oil prices.

Lower oil for longer?

Despite the recent decision of  the OPEC cartel to ex-
tend output limitations until March 2018, the price of 
oil has remained weak. Trading at around USD45 per 
barrel, it is lower than before OPEC’s output reduc-
tions were first announced last November. Markets 
seem skeptical about the effectiveness of  OPEC’s 
policy and seem to subscribe to a lower-for-longer 
scenario for oil prices. With the benefit of  hindsight, 
were OPEC’s decision commensurate to the target?

In principle, the measures implemented after the No-
vember 2016 deal and confirmed in May have been 
adequate to achieve OPEC’s target as the level of  the 
cartel’s production has roughly been matching global 
oil demand after accounting for non-OPEC coun-
tries’ supply.

What is complicating OPEC’s strategy is that oil pro-
duction from countries outside the agreement exceeds 

expectations. This is especially the case for the US as 
American crude oil production has risen by 0.57 mil-
lion barrels per day since last December, offsetting 
a third of  the planned oil supply cuts and delaying 
the reduction of  oil inventories. The surge in US ac-
tive oil rigs and the high number of  drilled-but-un-
completed wells supports the view that US oil output 
will rise further in the next quarters, complicating the 
outlook from OPEC’s perspective.

On the basis of  baseline IEA projections for demand 
and production of  oil over the next few quarters, it 
seems that WTI crude Oil price fair value should be 
closer to $50-$55 than what the current value is. As 
such, we expect at least a modest relief  in the weeks 
to come.

Conclusion

Overall, we believe that risk assets are due for a cor-
rection in the third quarter on the back of  stretched 
valuation (especially in the US) and unfavorable sea-
sonality. We would however see pullbacks as a buying 
opportunity. As always, selectivity and diversification 
are warranted in this market environment. 
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HOT TOPIC
“Will political scrutiny cool down the FANGs?”

FANG is the acronym for four technology stocks listed on the 
Nasdaq - namely Facebook, Amazon, Netflix, and Google (now 
Alphabet, Inc.).

The term was coined by CNBC’s Mad Money host Jim Cramer. 
These four stocks represent the most popular and best perform-
ing tech stocks in the market which have generated spectacular 
returns for their investors. 

Between January 2015 and the 31st of  May 2017, the FANG stocks 
dramatically outperformed the equal-weight S&P 500 index. In-
deed, the FANG generated a whopping 49% annualized return 
over this period against less than 5% annualized for the S&P 500 
ex-FANG (see chart below).

But the month of  June saw a brutal reversal of  this trend as the

FANG lost billions of  market capitalization and 
started to under perform the broad market.

Some market analysts are pointing towards the 
negative comments by Goldman Sachs regard-
ing their excessive level of  valuation as the trig-
ger for the FANGs “sell-off ” (see chart below). 

The “overvaluation case” is certainly valid as 
the four stocks are way more expensive than the 
broad market, even after the June sell-off. Nev-
ertheless, we also believe that another reason 
behind this change of  sentiment is the growing 
anxiety by investors that Technology and the 
Silicon Valley might become the new casus belli 
for both politicians and regulators.

To illustrate this fear, one just needs to look at 
some of  the news-flow in June: would it be the 
negative reaction from President Trump after 
the acquisition of  Whole Foods by Amazon 
or the EU’s decision to levy a $2.5 billion fine 

Relative valuation of  FANGs vs. S&P 500 as of  end 
of  June 2017 • Source: Strategas

S&P 500 index vs, FANG between January 2015 and end of  May 
2017 • Source: NDR
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against Google for anti-competitive practices, it looks like there is a growing uneasiness about the power of  “Big 
Tech” among governing bodies. But well before President Trump tweeted about Amazon, a variety of  unlikely 
political allies like Senator Warren and the New York Times have worried about whether the likes of  Facebook, 
Google and Amazon have accrued too much power over of  the years. To be fair, some of  these comments appear 
somewhat justified.

According to the latest PWC Entertainment and Media Global Outlook, “Google’s ad revenue is roughly the same 
as all print ad revenue globally and Facebook’s ad revenue topples all radio ad revenue globally”.
According to the same report, nearly 50% of  all ad dollars flow to the duopoly.

The FANGs top executives are well aware of  the political and regulatory threat as they have been increasing their 
lobbying budget rather aggressively. According to The Hill, Amazon has gone from spending $2.5 million per year 
on lobbying in 2012 to $2.9 million in the first quarter of  2017 alone. The company reportedly has 13 lobbying 
firms on retainer today.

Another domain on which the FANGs are likely to be under scrutiny is the growing fear by parents that children 
spend too much time on their smartphones and the way software engineers are molding their young minds.

In the recent past, Technology was among the most politically insulated sectors in the S&P 500 while Financials and 
Energy sectors were among the most closely scrutinized.
With the new administration in Washington, these roles might very well reverse. While the rich valuation of  these 
stocks can still be justified by their level of  earnings growth and their wide “economic moat”, these political devel-
opments need to be watched very closely by investors as they might continue to weigh on the performance of  the 
FANGs. 

PERSPECTIVES
July & August 2017

Total global ad spend
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SPECIAL FOCUS
“An investor’s guide to Bitcoin”

Ponzi scheme, haven for criminals, tulipamnia and bub-
ble are all terms currently used by many to describe bit-
coin. For the general public, it seems impossible that a 
string of  numbers backed by nothing and without an 
army could ever meet the accepted definition of  a cur-
rency as a plausible medium of  exchange, store of  value 
or unit of  account. 

The same skepticism is shared by the investment com-
munity. In the financial sphere, most of  us have heard 
about bitcoin in the context of  its price. Whether it was 
when the price of  Bitcoin collapsed from $1,200 to $300 
or the recent spike to $3,000, a good chunk of  the gener-
al investor’s base thinks of  bitcoin only in terms of  how 
volatile the price is and how good (or bad) of  an invest-
ment it could be.

What the general public and investor community might 
be missing is that Bitcoin and the Blockchan might ac-
tually be the most groundbreaking innovation since the 
Internet.

Marc Andreessen, the inventor of  the Web’s browser and 
co-founder of  Netscape, wrote an eye-opening article on 
Bitcoin in the New York Times in January 2014. As he 
brilliantly highlighted, Bitcoin and Blockchain are most 
and foremost a breakthrough in computer science, one 
that built on 40 years of  research in cryptography, by 
thousands of  researchers around the world. This huge 
R&D efforts could lead to a similar breakthrough for Bit-
coin and Blockchain Technology than for PCs in the 70s 

or Internet in the 90s.

Bitcoin is already well-covered by the media but there is 
definitely a huge misunderstanding about the potential 
of  Bitcoin over time. Still, one thing should grab our 
attention: there is a growing mass of  Silicon Valley pro-
grammers and entrepreneurs focusing on Bitcoin, and 
we are talking here about very serious people. Other 
indications that Bitcoin is for real are, among others, the 
growing number of  companies or government entities 
accepting bitcoins as payment and the recent interest 
shown by Wall Street banks (Goldman Sachs, etc.) or 
mega Tech companies such as IBM.

What is Bitcoin?

Bitcoin is a cryptocurrency and a digital payment system 
invented by an unknown programmer, or a group of  pro-
grammers, under the name Satoshi Nakamoto. It was re-
leased as open-source software in 2009.

Bitcoin - with capital B letter, is used when describing the 
concept of  Bitcoin, or the entire network itself  whereas 
bitcoin – with small b, is used to describe bitcoins as a 
unit of  account (e.g. “I sent ten bitcoins today”; it is also 
often abbreviated BTC or XBT).

Bitcoin is not the first attempt at creating a digital 
currency, but it is one of  the most widely adopted 
ones today, with a market capitalization which was as 
of  mid-June close to $40 billion. Roughly $250 mil-
lion per day gets exchanged for fiat USD on bitcoin 
FX exchanges.
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As interest in the alternative currency has soared, the 
BTC/USD exchange rate has also skyrocketed. One 
bitcoin is now worth ~$2,500 USD. That’s more than 
+900% since the start of  2015 and +160% since the be-
ginning of  the year. A chart of  the BTC/USD exchange 
rate is shown below.

Bitcoin has probably been more successful than other at-
tempts at alternative currency systems because of  its use-
ful and well-designed features. Bitcoins is easy to set up, 
transparent and fast. Transactions fees are minuscule. It is 
easily transferable, fungible, durable, relatively anonymous, 
and – critically – it is believed to be secure.

It is also decentralized. This is an important and defin-
ing feature of  Bitcoin. There is no central bank or central 
governing body controlling transactions. This very much 
appeals to those who fear the long-term effects of  Quan-
titative easing, and the 2009 creation of  the currency is 
probably not coincidental timing….

Bitcoin aims to be a currency backed by our trust in math. 
There’s no central server or trusted parties, because ev-
erything is based on cryptographic proof, instead of  trust. 
Instead of  using a centralized model, Bitcoin is a peer-to-
peer system: individual computers participating in the net-
work serve to both announce and ratify transactions while 
providing security.

Bitcoins have value because they are useful – i.e. they can 
be exchanged for goods and services – and because they 
are scarce. They are not backed by any promise of  con-
vertibility. And there is certainly no guarantee that they will 

have any value in the future. But right now, you can use 
Bitcoin to purchase a growing list of  things. Indeed, there 
are currently 5,000 businesses around the world accepting 
bitcoins for payment. The list includes names such as Mi-
crosoft, Dell, Intuit, Expedia, Whole Foods, T-mobile, etc.

What’s behind the rush behind Bitcoin?
What could lead us to think that Bitcoin has a 
great future potential?     

As mentioned by Andreessen, Bitcoin is the first practical 
solution to a longstanding problem which is how to es-
tablish trust between otherwise unrelated parties over an 
untrusted network like the Internet.

The practical consequence of  solving this problem is that 
Bitcoin gives us, for the first time, a way for one Internet 
user to transfer a unique piece of  digital property to an-
other Internet user, such that the transfer is guaranteed 
to be safe and secure, everyone knows that the transfer 
has taken place, and nobody can challenge the legitimacy 
of  the transfer. The consequences of  this breakthrough 
are hard to overstate.

What kinds of  digital property might be transferred in 
this way? Think about digital signatures, digital contracts, 
digital keys (to physical locks, or to online lockers), digital 
ownership of  physical assets such as cars and houses, dig-
ital stocks and bonds … and digital money. All these are 
exchanged through a distributed network of  trust that 
does not require or rely upon a central intermediary like 
a bank or broker.

How does this work?

Bitcoin is an Internet-wide distributed ledger. The Bit-
coin ledger is a new kind of  payment system. Anyone in 
the world can pay anyone else in the world any amount of 
value of  Bitcoin by simply transferring ownership of  the 
corresponding slot in the ledger. 

Bitcoin does what has never existed before; it allows 
to exchange money or assets between parties with no 
pre-existing trust. With Bitcoin, you put value in the led-
ger, transfer it and the recipient gets value out. There is 
no authorization required, and in many cases, no fees.

To summarize how the Bitcoin ecosystem works, we use 
the workflow in the next page as an example for a generic 
transaction.

Bitcoin Price (BTC/USD) • Source: www.worldcoinindex.com
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(NB: Mining is the process of  writing pages (blocks) 
of  bitcoin transactions into the bitcoin ledger (called 
‘The Bitcoin Blockchain’), and getting rewarded with 
newly created bitcoins).

What should be the value of  Bitcoin as a currency? 

Bitcoin is a digital currency, whose value is based directly 
on two things: use of  the payment system today – volume 
and velocity of  payments running through the ledger – 
and speculation on future use of  the payment system. 
The more that people can trade with Bitcoin (anywhere, 
everywhere, with no fraud and no or very low fees) and 
the more it has value.
It is perhaps true right at this moment that the value of 
Bitcoin currency is based more on speculation than actu-
al payment volume, but it is equally true that that specu-
lation is establishing a sufficiently high price for the cur-
rency that payments have become practically possible. 
The Bitcoin currency had to be worth something before 
it could bear any amount of  real-world payment volume.
As mentioned by Andreesen, this is the classic “chicken 
and egg” problem with new technology: new technol-
ogy is not worth much until it’s worth a lot. And so the 
fact that Bitcoin has risen in value in part because of 
speculation is making the reality of  its usefulness arrive 
much faster than it would have otherwise.

The growing acceptance and usage of  Bitcoin 

Every day, more and more consumers and merchants 
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The generic functioning of  bitcoin

1. Bob makes a payment with bitcoins to Alice

2. Both Alice and Bob send the transaction to the 
    Bitcoin peer-to-peer network

3. A miner (more details on this later) receives the 
    transaction and verifies it

4. The miner creates a set of  new transactions,
    including that of  step 1, and works to confirm it

5. The miner sends the new block of  confirmed 
    transactions to the Bitcoin peer-to-peer network

6. The rest of  the Bitcoin users update their status 
    including the transaction block, verifying that the 
    block is valid

are buying, using and selling Bitcoin, all around the world. The 
overall numbers are still small, but they are growing quickly. 
The cumulate notional value sent across the Blockchain / Bit-
coin since inception (2009) has, similar to the price of  Bitcoin, 
been going parabolic - so far, over $1.6 trillion in notional value 
has now been sent using the bitcoin network (see chart below). 

The ease of  use for all participants is also rapidly increasing as 
Bitcoin tools and technologies are improved. There is here an 
interesting parallel to do with the internet: it used to be tech-
nically challenging to even get on the Internet. Now it’s not.
The criticism that merchants will not accept Bitcoin because 
of  its volatility is also incorrect. Bitcoin can be used entirely as 
a payment system; merchants do not need to hold any Bitcoin 
currency or be exposed to Bitcoin volatility at any time. Any 
consumer or merchant can trade in and out of  Bitcoin and 
other currencies any time they want.

 

Notional USD Value sent across the Blockchain / Bitcoin since its 
creation (Coinsource)
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Why would any merchant – online or in the real 
world – want to accept Bitcoin as payment,
given the currently small number of  consumers 
who want to pay with it? 

As highlighted before, the fact there are no fees involved 
(or at least only very low fees) is of  tremendous impor-
tance. Let’s first have a quick look at the implications in the 
developed world where existing payment systems charge 
transfer fees of  about 2 to 3%. If  you take the example of 
a company selling goods online and with a profit margin of 
around 5%, the conventional payment fees are currently 
eating half  of  the margin. 

Other challenges for this online merchant would be accep-
tance of  international payments and the risk of  credit card 
fraud. By accepting Bitcoin, the online merchant will solve 
all these issues: margins increase, international payments 
can be easily accepted and the risk of  fraud disappears.  

Another example of  Bitcoin-based innovation we need 
to think about is international remittance. Every day, hun-
dreds of  millions of  low-income people go to work in 
hard jobs in foreign countries to make money to send back 
to their families in their home countries – over $400 billion 
in total annually, according to the World Bank. Every day, 
banks and payment companies charge them tremendously 
high fees, up to 10 percent and sometimes even higher, 
to send this money. By using Bitcoin, they will now be 
charged a much lower fee (if  any).

Think also about the impact on the developing and emerg-
ing world. Only about 20 countries around the world have 
what we would consider to be fully modern banking and 
payment systems; this is NOT the case for the other 175. 
Bitcoin, as a global payment system anyone can use from 
anywhere at any time, can be a powerful catalyst to ex-
tending the benefits of  the modern economic system to 
virtually everyone on the planet.

Another fascinating use case for Bitcoin is micropayments, 
or ultra-small payments. Micropayments are not cost ef-
fective to run small payments (think $1 and below, down 
to pennies or fractions of  a penny) through the existing 
credit/debit and banking systems as the fee structure of 
those systems makes it nonviable. With Bitcoin, it becomes 
possible. Bitcoins have the property of  infinite divisibility: 
currently down to eight decimal places after the dot, but 
more in the future. So you can specify an arbitrarily small 
amount of  money, like a thousandth of  a penny, and send 

it to anyone in the world for free or near-free.

Another potential use of  Bitcoin micropayments is to fight 
spam. Future email systems and social networks could re-
fuse to accept incoming messages unless they were accom-
panied with tiny amounts of  Bitcoin – tiny enough to not 
matter to the sender, but large enough to deter spammers, 
who today can send uncounted billions of  spam messages 
for free with impunity.

Finally, a fourth interesting use case is public payments. 
With your smartphone being used as a bitcoin wallet, you 
would be able to point it on a person, a photo or anything 
and then send the money with two clicks…

What’s the future of  Bitcoin?

As it was the case with stories such as the Internet, Goo-
gle, eBay or Facebook, Bitcoin is a classic network effect, a 
positive feedback loop. The more people who use Bitcoin, 
the more valuable Bitcoin is for everyone who uses it, and 
the higher the incentive for the next user to start using the 
technology. 

As highlighted by Marc Andreesen, Bitcoin is a four-sided 
network effect. There are four constituencies that partici-
pate in expanding the value of  Bitcoin as a consequence of 
their own self-interested participation.

Those constituencies are (1) consumers who pay with Bit-
coin, (2) merchants who accept Bitcoin, (3) “miners” who 
run the computers that process and validate all the transac-
tions and enable the distributed trust network to exist, and 
(4) developers and entrepreneurs who are building new 
products and services with and on top of  Bitcoin. All four 
sides of  the network effect are playing a valuable part in 
expanding the value of  the overall system, but the fourth 
is particularly important.

All over Silicon Valley and around the world, many thou-
sands of  programmers are using Bitcoin as a building block 
for new product and service ideas that were not possible be-
fore. We are seeing a rapidly increasing number of  outstand-
ing entrepreneurs building companies on top of  Bitcoin.
For this reason alone, new challengers to Bitcoin – such 
as new cryptocurrencies - face high barriers to entry. If 
something is to displace Bitcoin now, it will have to come 
with sizable improvements and it will have to happen 
quickly. Otherwise, this network effect will carry Bitcoin 
to dominance.

PERSPECTIVES
July & August 2017
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How to invest into Bitcoin and the Blockchain?

As outlined above, there are reasons to believe in the future of  Bitcoin. So how can one invest into bitcoin and the Blockchain? 

Venture Capital (VC) funds have already been investing in the sector for some time. In 2013-2016, Venture Capital funds 
put north of  a billion dollars to work (see chart below on the bottom right). As shown on the left hand side, well-known 
private equity firms (Andreesen Horowitz, Lightspeed, etc.), large banks (Goldman Sachs, BNP, Citigroup, etc.) or ex-
changes (NYSE, Nasdaq, etc.) are among the active investors.

While 2013-2016 were the years of  VC investing into Bitcoin, 2017 could very well be the year when Wall Street gains 
traction in this field. Just about every week we can hear about a new investment fund in the making with promises of 
giving investors liquid exposure to the cryptocurrency asset class.

When it comes to the currency itself, there are many ways to acquire bitcoin through digital wallets and exchanges. But the 
bitcoin currency is now investable through the traditional way (i.e buy a listed instrument through a trading desk). While 
ETFs haven’t been approved yet, there are few ETNs (exchange tradable notes) that can be used, albeit in a cautious way. 
Buy-and-hold funds (e.g Pantera) or hedge funds (e.g Polychain) are also scrutinized by investors.

What could be the fair value of  Bitcoin? 

While the value of  stock can be estimated by calculating the intrinsic current value of  the security based on potential 
future cash flows, the valuation exercise with Bitcoin is quite different: indeed, the only future cash flow to consider is its 
terminal value upon sale. 

In this context, it might be interesting to apply the valuation methodology preconized by former Needham Co analyst 
Spencer Bogart to estimate a fair value range for bitcoin. In the reports published in 2016, he assessed the value of  Bitcoin 
by answering a series “what if ” questions (e.g., “what if  Bitcoin represented a x% of  a given market?”) and then track 
progress towards those milestones and adjust data and thus fair value as necessary.

Based on this approach, we divide the market opportunity for Bitcoin into two major sources of  demand: 1) Bitcoin being 
used as “digital Gold”; 2) Bitcoin being used as a “payments utility”.

PERSPECTIVES
July & August 2017

Blockchain venture capital landscape • Source: Coindesk
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By dividing the estimated demand of  Bitcoin by the estimated supply of  bitcoins by the end of  2020, we are then able 
to derive an estimated price by 2020e. As you can see below, different projections in terms of  demand can lead to very 
different conclusions on the estimated price of  Bitcoin. 

To assess the potential upside of  bitcoin, we can also use alternative valuations methods as shown below.

In a nutshell, the current price might have gone too far, but it seems that a faster than expected adoption of  the currency 
could lead to a substantial appreciation of  the currency. 

Conclusion

While Bitcoin is a more exciting story than most other asset classes, it is also one that involves much more risk. Bitcoin 
is not a stock or bond issued by a company generating earnings. Bitcoin does not pay out dividends or coupons. Bitcoin 
does not have book value and is not pledged by any assets, i.e Bitcoin might just end having zero value. 
One can thus lose a lot of  money and/or be exposed to huge volatility when investing into Bitcoin. But contrary to 
the popular narrative, we do see Bitcoin fundamentals trending favorably. We find the outlook promising, and would 
encourage investors to keep an eye on the future development of  Bitcoin and Blockchain technology. Very few liquid 
instruments are currently available but there is more to come. There are also many venture capital funds which are already 
being invested or being set-up, a development that we also want to monitor very closely.   

Bitcoin “fair value” under various scenarios

PERSPECTIVES
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CAPITAL MARKETS
“UAE equity markets mid-year review”

The purpose of  this report is to present a concise statistical snapshot of  the UAE stock markets in H1 2017. 

First half  of  2017 highlights 

• Market volumes increased at the beginning of  the year, but then started to trend downwards at the end of  the 1st 
  quarter. Volumes remained relatively low in the 2nd quarter up until June when large cross-trades on certain stocks 
  vtook place.

• Speculative names were amongst the most traded with Gulf  Finance House dominating the volumes. The stock  
  also was the best performer in the 1st quarter (40% total return) but gave back all the gains in the 2nd quarter.

• Turnover in Dubai was nearly double that of  Abu Dhabi.   

On the DFM, GFH was the most traded in terms of 
volumes and controlled 29% of  the total market turn-
over. While market bellwethers Emaar and Dubai Is-
lamic Bank, turnover accounted for 13% and 7% of 
the market, respectively. 

Arab Tech followed with 11% accounting for the total 
turnover.

PERSPECTIVES
July & August 2017

DFMGI turnover in H1 2017

Turnover analysis

Turnover distribution - DFM
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Turnover distribution - ADX

Turnover distribution - ADX

Eshraq Properties was the most traded stock in 
Abu Dhabi controlling 21% of  total turnover, 
followed by First Abu Dhabi Bank which ac-
counted for 14% of  traded volume.

Dana Gas accounted for 7% of  total turnover, 
but only started to attract attention at the end of 
the 2nd quarter after the Sukuk shenanigan. 

*return performance inclusive of  dividends.

**Some illiquid stocks have been omitted from the results.

Beta and standard deviation

NB: Beta is a measure of  the relative risk of  a stock the market, 
while standard deviation is a measure of  a stock’s stand-alone risk 
that is based on the volatility of  returns.

• High Beta stocks such as Arabtec, AMLAK Finance, and  
  Drake n’ Scull, Dubai Financial Market, and Union
  Properties suffered the most

• Low Beta stocks outperformed in Dubai such as Aramex, 
  Amanat, Damac Properties, and Tabreed

• Many stocks in Abu Dhabi had a Beta lower than one

Top and worst performers DFM 

Top and worst performers ADX
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• UAE markets underperformed the MSCI Emerging Markets index. 
• The GCC markets had a negative correlation to oil prices in H1. 

*Values based on reported numbers as reported from Bloomberg 

Correlation matrix

Fundamental snapshot
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INVESTMENT THEME
“The bull case for Saudi banks”

10-year US treasury bond yield compared to NIM for sector median and Al Rajhi bank (RJHI)

Saudi Banks are big beneficiaries of  rising interest rates. As shown in the chart in the next page, a large part of  their de-
posit base is current account which is interest free. Some of  the Time & Savings is also interest free. As such, Saudi Banks 
are not exposed to the risk of  rising funding costs while they benefit from the gradual rise of  rates charged on loans. Any 
rise in interest rates is thus improving their net interest margins. This is very prominent in the case of  Al Rajhi Bank which 
has a non-interest bearing base close to 95% of  its total deposits.

One area we like within Middle East Equities is the Saudi banking space. We believe that too much pessimism is currently reflected 
in the sector valuation. While some of  investors’ worries are warranted, most of  the negativism on the sector seems related to the 
uncertainty surrounding the current low oil price environment.  
We believe there are strong arguments in favor of  increasing the allocation to the sector. Fundamentally, improving net interest 
margins, better system liquidity (after tapping the international debt market), strong capitalization ratios, cheap valuations and 
higher payouts are all supporting the sector. Technically, it is all about the MSCI upgrade.
As we cover the MSCI inclusion at length in the next section, we will focus herein on the fundamental story and explain in details 
why we are positive on the Saudi banking space.

Improving Net Interest Margins (NIM) and better system liquidity

It is generally believed that we are coming out of  an abnormally low interest rate environment globally and that the US Federal Reserve 
is expected to hike rates over the coming years. Given the currency peg (1 USD = 3.75 SAR), interest rates in Saudi move in lockstep 
with US rates. As shown on the chart below, there is a positive correlation between US 10 year Treasury yield and Net interest margins 
(NIM) for Saudi banks. On the chart below, we use both the sector median and the NIM for a specific bank, Al Rajhi Bank (RJHI).  
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Banks have also benefitted from Government 
bond issuances as they yield better than the 
T-bills earned from the Central Bank. At the 
same time, liquidity in the system has improved 
with the debut of  international issuances, which 
led SAIBOR to decline to 2.38% from a peak of 
1.78%. In addition, debt levels are still comfort-
able and the government will continue to borrow 
from the international market, thus reducing the 
“crowding- out” effect (i.e competing over loans 
with the private sector) – see chart below.

Well contained provisioning and high
coverage ratios 

GCC central banks have historically been rather 
conservative in requiring banks to provide for 
loan losses. Given the recent events central bank 
developed this high risk aversion attitude espe-
cially in Saudi and Kuwait. Post the global finan-
cial crisis, banks suffered due to large exposure 
to a couple of  large business families like Saad 
Group & Al Gosaibi.

In the current cyclical downturn, we notice that 
the matters with troubled borrowers are being 

Saudi banks deposits breakdown

Saudi banks deposits breakdown

managed relatively well with banks engaging in renegotiating or re-
structuring loans before they turn non- performing & hit their bottom 
lines. In fact, there does not seem to be a lot of  stress in the system; 
the non-performing loan ratio has been pretty stable since the oil prices 
started to decline in late 2014 (see chart below). In addition, the gov-
ernment recently started the payment of  arrears to the private sector.

Nevertheless, banks continue to prudently provide for general loan loss-
es in the last several quarters. This move seems to be driven by Central 
Banks’ guidance. Moreover, we see very strong coverage ratios averaging 
around 170% (see chart above), which gives ample room to absorb more 
provisioning.

Strong capitalization ratios

Historically, banks in GCC and more so in Saudi have maintained high 
capital buffers to the extent of  being considered as detrimental to their 
Return on Equities and shareholders’ value. However, in difficult times 
like the one we are currently going through, these buffers provide 
much needed confidence in the system and sustainability of  dividends. 
Importantly, a large part of  the total capital adequacy ratio (CAR) is 
made up of  Tier 1 capital (Core Equity) which requires strengthening 
under Basel 3. The chart below shows these figures for some of  the 
Saudi Banks. 

Saudi banks median coverage rations and non-performing-loans ratio % 

Saudi debt to GDP (left hand scale) vs. 3 month 
Saibor (right hand scale)
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Inexpensive valuations

The current median Price-to-Book ratio at 1.18x is the lowest it has been in more than a decade – much lower than the 
1.9x post the global financial crisis and slightly below the bottom of  2012 which happened on the back of  Saad & Al Go-
saibi default (see chart below). It is important to note that nothing similar has yet materialized in the current cycle, even 
with huge pressure from large companies in the construction sector (i.e. Saudi Bin Laden and Saudi Oger).

A very positive sign would be for banks to increase their dividends, a move which was inaugurated recently by National 
Commercial Bank. We believe that other banks will follow. While the average dividend yield for the sector is already 
attractive (3.8% which is 18% higher than the 5 year average – see chart below), further increase would definitely help 
sentiment.

Conclusion

Generally speaking, we do see banks as “black box” as we do not know who they are lending to and how much risk 
they are taking. Therefore, we like banks that maintain a nice balance between their credit and sales culture, and at 
the same time those which have enough scale to control their cost base.

A clear sign of  strength for a bank is its dividend payout ratio. Indeed, banks with higher payout ratios are usually 
more comfortable with their loan book, future profitability and capital base. Therefore the recent dividend hike 
initiated by NCB should be seen as very positive signal for the Saudi banking sector.

Saudi banks price to book and dividend yield (sector median)
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MENA EQUITIES
“Saudi Arabia is now part of MSCI watch list: now, what’s next?”

In last month’s edition (see the article “MSCI index 
inclusion as the next big step for Saudi”), we demon-
strated the huge reforms and efforts done by the Saudi 
regulator to ensure the inclusion of  Saudi Arabia to 
the MSCI watch list. We also discussed the expected 
weight for the Saudi market and flows by different 
types of  investors under different scenarios. 

Since then, the inclusion to the watch list became a 
reality. As such, we thought it would be beneficial to 
dedicate more time on this topic again. This month 
we are shedding light on the expected market perfor-
mance over the coming 12 months, do a recap on the 
road to MSCI index inclusion (as we now have more 
confidence in a 2018 inclusion announcement if  not 
implementation), identify the main characteristics of 
the expected index constituents and conclude with the 
best approach to get exposure to these important de-
velopments.

How we expected the market to react
 
We previously emphasized the significance of  the ad-
dition of  Saudi to the MSCI Emerging Markets Index, 
but given the strong positive market reaction that fol-
lows MSCI decision to include Saudi on the watch list, 
it seems that most investors realized the significance 
of  this move only after the facts. To be fair, the an-
nouncement also coincided with other significant re-
forms in Saudi, most importantly the appointment of 
Prince Mohammad Bin Salman as the Crown Prince. 
Economically speaking, the appointment reduces the 
risk of  any disruptions to Vision 2030, as the young 
Prince is the main orchestrator behind it. Neverthe-
less, MSCI potential candidates still dominated the 
scene on the day that followed the announcement and 
we expect the same names to keep on driving the mar-
ket over the medium term.

Overall, we expect positive performance in Saudi for 
the coming 12 months as the market will be driven by 
additional liquidity flows as it previously happened in 
the UAE and Qatar upon upgrade (see chart opposite). 
These flows should support valuations on the back of 
lower perceived risk.

If  history is any guide, Dubai, Abu Dhabi and Qatar 
enjoyed Price-to-Earnings multiples expansion prior 
to inclusion (mid-2014) as shown on the chart below.

Although we expect a strong performance from Saudi, 
we don’t expect it to be as strong as it was for UAE & 
Qatar (see chart in the next page). Indeed, the Saudi 
market is much more liquid and can absorb increased 
liquidity. In addition, the economic and geopolitical 
scenes should keep investors’ risk appetite at watch, 
and most probably the real rally will take place after 
the upgrade in November this year or June next year.

Nevertheless, we expect positive performance and ad-
vise investors to add on weaknesses. There will also be 
a lot of  noise which means that an opportunistic and 
active approach is warranted, i.e investors should take 
advantage of  market weakness but also reduce exposure 
during euphoric times. After all, everything has a price.

Average daily value traded (ADVT) 20 day moving average & 
growth in ADVT upon inclusion

Trailing 12 months P/E for the markets
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Base & best case scenarios for Saudi inclusion into MSCI emerging markets 

So how could MSCI speed up the process and let the Best case scenario become a reality? Let’s keep in mind that MSCI 
has never been faced with a market like Saudi before.

First, the whole country and specifically the regulator is determined to do whatever it takes to be upgraded. Second, the 
market is among the largest and most liquid when compared to other emerging markets and it is for this reason that it 
bypassed the Frontier market index and went directly to the MSCI Emerging market watch list. To put things into per-
spective Saudi Arabia, in case of  inclusion, would become the 7th largest market capitalization of  the MSCI Emerging 
Markets index and the 4th most liquid one.

We are talking here about a major addition for MSCI; therefore, while the chances of  MSCI to favorably decide on Saudi 
inclusion as early as November 2017 seem rather slim, a positive decision by June of  next year seems likely.

The road to inclusion

The Saudi market chairman reiterated a day before the 
decision on the watch list his confidence regarding an 
inclusion decision by November this year and effective 
inclusion by 2018 (see chart below – “best case sce-
nario”). This might prove to be too optimistic as such 
a short time frame between watch list inclusion and 
effective inclusion has never occurred before. Even in 
the case of  Pakistan – for which it was a rather quick 
process - the time between inclusion to watch list and 
decision to include them in the index was one year.

Market performance of  UAE & Qatar pre- and post-inclusion 
to MSCI EM Index
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It is not one size fits all

Most obviously companies with the large Market capitalization will benefit the most from the “MSCI inclusion theme”. 
Given their large asset base, most active and passive asset managers will only be able to invest in the largest and most 
liquid names. The Saudi market is much more liquid compared to all regional markets and this is part of  the excitement 
as more options will be available for international investors (see chart below).

The broader market will react positively, but not all companies will be impacted in the same manner. It is not only 
about size and there are many important factors to consider when deciding on the best way to gain exposure ahead 
of  the expected upgrade. Below are some of  the major considerations:

Company size - The larger the better
 
Daily liquidity – Once a company has met the size and liquidity requirement for inclusion, then the less liquid 
the better. This sounds counterintuitive, but the average trading days needed to cover the expected weight will be a 
good metric here. Of  course the higher the better.

Free float (Shares that are not strategically held) - The higher the better as companies with lower free float 
(i.e. SABIC and Saudi Telecom) will not enjoy their full weight potentials. Usually a factor will be used to account 
for strategic holding. However, since foreign ownership is capped at 49%, then as long as the free float available is 
higher than 49% then it should be fine.

Current Foreign Ownership - foreign ownership is capped at 49% in Saudi Arabia, therefore, companies with 
current strategic foreign ownership with little room left will see their weights’ dwindle, if  not excluded. Examples 
are Saudi British Bank and Saudi Fransi Bank.
 
Fundamentals - Active money benchmarking MSCI is a multiple of  passive money ($236 billion) and active inves-
tors will not go after expensive stocks or companies with poor fundamentals. 

The Magic formula

We feel it is equally important to emphasize the longer term gains for the market. Most noticeably risk premiums 

MENA countries market cap (USD bn)
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are expected to decrease as the market gains more coverage and visibility. The average international broker covers 
25 companies in Saudi today and we expect this number to at least double. Moreover, ARAMCO listing is another 
milestone for Saudi and it will place the Saudi market on the global map. 

The magic formula would thus be a company that will get included (i.e which meets the size and liquidity criteria), 
does not have a large strategic shareholder, has the full foreign ownership room available, has lower liquidity and 
strong fundamentals.

Many will argue that this will be short lived and investors will come back to reality. Well, we do not have a crystal 
ball, but such developments are positive. It is not just about the inclusion into MSCI index itself, but we actually 
like the new energy among Saudi decision makers and if  the positive momentum continues, Saudi is a place where 
we definitely want to be invested in. Indeed, there is one aspect of  the Saudi story on which we are getting very 
comfortable: not only do Saudi leaders have the ability to change things, but more importantly they now have the 
willingness to do so. 

Final Words

The smooth ride of  global financial markets in the first half  of  the year has led to a new worry: that the markets 
have simply been too good for investors’ own good. As such, global investors stay cautious and seem to invest 
portfolios as if  they “need to be invested” versus “wanting to be invested”.

This means they’re chasing the same crowded growth stocks that are “working”, rather than betting on improving 
economic and corporate fundamentals. As always, crowded trades get corrected at some point, and this is precise-
ly what the “FANGs” are currently going through. Other popular trades (long duration fixed income, long euro, 
Bitcoin, UAE small & mid-caps, etc.) could also face a correction during the historically volatile summer months. 

On our side, we stick to our rules: stay invested, focus on our core convictions and add diversifiers to smooth out 
portfolio volatility.

We remain at your full disposal for any specific issues you would like to discuss, so please don’t hesitate to contact us.
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